Introduction - What are your expectations with the Geoportal workshop?
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- More priority data sets available and accessible
- To get a better understanding on the harvesting procedure and why some of our services fail
- get answ. for many questions
- To be sure that we are reporting metadata correct and to get more information about what to expect in the future.
- We expect to learn about other countries' technical solutions
- Validation of INSPIRE
- View Services in a sandbox platform
- Information about the future of the Geoportal and how to make it easier to implement metadata-service linking
- More knowledge about geoportal
- Interoperability questions
- To clarify some misunderstandings and learn little bit more about linkage between national catalogue and INSPIRE geoportal.
- More priority data sets
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- More knowledge about the Geoportal and data service linking.
- I would like clarification on which aspects of the metadata harvested from our national discovery service actually influence a) the human interface of the EC Geoportal, and b) the machine readable interface of the EC Geoportal.
- I would also like an insight into best practice metadata encoding for us to use.
- Understand better how
the geoportal displays MS INSPIRE data
- Search function in Geoportal.
- Clarification about the link between Dataset and Network services especially for the as-is dataset
- To get better feedback on what's expected from member-states related to metadata and data
- To solve some problems and issues in our metadata catalogue.
- Clarification of data-service linkage
- Inspiration how to continue with further geoportal improvement on national and eu level
- More knowledge about the logic behind Geoportal
- More functionality
- Discover new fantastic functions from the geoportal.
- More downloadable data in geoportal